
what barcode types exist?
QR Code 
most popular matrix code

High Capacity Color Barcode 
Microsoft proprietary code

EZ Code
requires ScanLife to read

Aztec Code
used lightly for mobile tickets

Shot Code
created by Cambridge University,
requires ShotReader to read

Maxi Code
created and used by UPS for packages

Data Matrix
also known as Semacode

UPC-A
used extensively in the US and Canada 
for tracking trade items in stores



what is a QR Code?
it’s the most popular two dimensional barcode

The Quick Response (QR) Code is a two-dimensional code 
developed to manage automotive component inventories. 
Traditional bar codes were conventionally used, but as the 
need increased to include more information in a limited 
space, the QR Code was developed.

The QR Code carries information in both the vertical and hori-
zontal direction, which allows it to store up to several hun-
dred times the amount of data carried by a bar code. Over 
7,000 numeric characters can be encoded in one QR code.

The specifications and use of the code were made open and 
free to the public to widely expand its use in the market. The 
code was also approved as an ISO international standard in 
2000. In Japan, where the QR Code holds commanding share 
for two dimensional codes, it has been widely used in pro-
duction and distribution management. And, since QR Code 
reader functions were installed to cellular phones in early 
2000, their usage has vastly expanded to the consumer mar-
ket in areas including, advertising and marketing, business 
cards, ticket passes, coupons and more.

this is a QR Code, when used it 
points to: www.crameronline.com



what is Microsoft Tag?
it’s Microsoft’s proprietary two dimensional color barcode

Microsoft Tag is an implementation of HCCB (High Capacity 
Color Barcode) using 4 colors in a 5 x 10 grid. It is essentially 
a machine readable web link, analogous to a TinyURL link: 
when read, the Tag application sends the HCCB data to a MS 
server, which then returns the publisher’s intended URL. The 
Tag reader then directs the user’s mobile browser to the 
appropriate website. Because of this redirection, MS is also 
able to provide Tag analytics to publishers.

Users can download the free Microsoft Tag reader application 
to their Internet-capable mobile device with camera, launch 
the reader and read a tag using their phone’s camera. De-
pending on the scenario, this triggers the intended content 
to be displayed. 

Two-dimensional tags can be used to transform traditional 
marketing media (for example, print advertising, billboards, 
packaging and merchandising in stores or on LCDs) into 
gateways for accessing information online. Tags can be 
applied as gateways from any type of media to an internet 
site or online media.

this is a MS Tag, when used it 
points to: www.crameronline.com



what apps are available for my phone?
Android

  

iPhone

    

BlackBerry (RIM)

Access the “App Store” on your cameraphone.

Barcode Scanner 
Reads QR Codes on Android

TagReader
Reads Microsoft Tags on Android

Barcodes
Reads QR Codes on iPhone

TagReader
Reads Microsoft Tags on iPhone

Symbian, Palm, Windows, etc

The number and quality of QR Code apps vary greatly based on model and manu-
facturer of symbian, palm, etc phones. Search for “Barcode Scanner” or “QR Code” 
in your native App Store. Alternatively, you can check one of these links for a list of 
supported device software: 
http://en.semapedia.org/
http://www.qrme.co.uk/qr-code-resources/qr-code-readers.html

Microsoft Tag supports a wide range of mobile devices. Search for “Microsoft Tag” 
or “TagReader” in your native App Store. For a full list of devices that Microsoft Tag 
supports please check here: 
http://tag.microsoft.com/resources/mobile-support.aspx

BeeTagg or i-nigma
Reads QR Codes on BlackBerry

TagReader
Reads Microsoft Tags on BlackBerry
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Search by Keyword for the App you’re looking for. 
They’re all free.

Download and launch your App. 
Point, click, enjoy!



what generators are available online?
QR Code Generators

Google ZXing Generator
http://zxing.appspot.com/generator/

Kaywa Generator
http://qrcode.kaywa.com/

Kerem Erkan Generator
http://keremerkan.net/qr-code-and-2d-code-generator/

Microsoft Tag Generator

Microsoft Tag — Create a Tag
http://tag.microsoft.com/create-your-own-tag.aspx
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